CONSPIRACY OF HOPE

PAIGE HARVEY

CONSPIRACY OF HOPE IS WAHI’S ANNUAL TALENT SHOW! AN EMAIL WILL BE SENT TO ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF WITH MORE INFORMATION AND A GOOGLE FORM TO SIGN UP THROUGH! SIGN-UPS WILL BE OPEN UNTIL FEBRUARY 17TH. ALL OF THE PROCEEDS FROM COH WILL BE DONATED TO A LOCAL CHARITY. THE SHOWS WILL BE ON MARCH 23RD AND 24TH. WE CANNOT WAIT TO SEE THE WONDERFUL TALENTS YOU ALL HAVE!

ASB ELECTIONS

JOSEPH SEGOVIA

ASB ELECTIONS COMING UP! SIGN UP VIA GOOGLE FORM FROM FEB 21- MARCH 14. FRESHMEN CAN RUN FOR CLASS OFFICE. SOPHOMORES FOR EXECUTIVE SEC OR VP AND CLASS OFFICER AND JUNIORS CAN RUN FOR EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT, VP, SECRETARY OR TREASURER OR CLASS OFFICE.

HISTORY OF THE BLUE DEVIL

DANTE B. DEVIL

THE WALLA WALLA BLUE DEVILS ARE NAMED FOR A FRENCH WWI FIGHTING FORCE, THE CHASSEURS ALPINS, OR IN ENGLISH, MOUNTAIN HUNTERS. ONE AMERICAN OBSERVER EARLY IN THE WAR WROTE, “...THE MEN ARE REMARKABLE FOR THEIR TENACIOUS COURAGE. THEY ARE ACCUSTOMED TO HARDSHIP AND FATIGUE. THEIR FACES SEEM TO SPEAK OF SUCCESSFUL STRUGGLE AGAINST THE MIGHTY FORCES; THEIR STRONG BACKS AND FRANK MANNERS HARMONIZE WELL WITH THE BRAVE DEEDS FOR WHICH THEY ARE WORLD FAMOUS.” THEIR BRAVITY, TENACITY, COURAGE, AND REFUSAL TO QUIT SO IMPRESSED THE GERMANS, AND THEIR DISTINCTIVE DARK BLUE UNIFORMS MADE THEM STAND OUT SO WELL THAT THE GERMANS SINGLED THEM OUT FOR PARTICULAR HATRED (AND BACKHANDED COMPLIMENTS) BY CURSING THEM AS THE BLAUE TEUFEL, OR IN FRENCH, LES DIABLES BLEUS, OR IN ENGLISH, THE BLUE DEVILS.

UPCOMING EVENTS

FEB. 10-17 COH TALENT SHOW SIGN UPS
FEBRUARY 14 VALENTINE’S DAY
MAR. 18 SADIES (8-10 PM)
MAR. 23-24 COH TALENT SHOW
JUNE 2 FINALS FROLIC
JUNE 9 GRADUATION
Emma Mitchell I’d like to thank Emma for her amazing work on our English group project Claire Laville

Tyraya Deal She always knows what to say to make me laugh! Lauren Ewoniuk

Mrs. Payne Mrs. Payne is always a positive person to be around, making morning classes more bearable. She is such a fun teacher and makes science fun! Jack Wanichek

Celia Generelo Celia is so kind, funny, and easy to get along with! I’m so glad I get to spend time with this year!! Paige

Mr. Tomsinski He’s a good math teacher and his class is fun. Seth Anderson

Paige Thorson For working hard to get ready for finals. Gracie Batte

Finley Thorson She’s always making me laugh and is super nice about everything! I love having her in my class. Allis

Stella Billingsly She’s the best basketball manager ever! She has evening organized and ready to go for every game and practice! Abbey Groom

Evie Sarley Evie helps me in strength training and is a pretty cool person. Eva

Jose Alvarado He give me rides 😝Jose Lopez

Jose Alvarado This person has taught me to stay on task and has time for others when he has time. Jonathan Venegas

Jose Alvarado (11th grade) Jose A is very patience with the guys in latino club, and is always considerate with giving rides to his friends when they are in need of one...(Which is typically everyday). He is also someone as dependable, and ultimately, a great friend that I had a chance to meet in my last year at WA-hi - Joseph Segovia 😘

Mr. Heezen He is such a cool teacher he makes me want to learn but he can be mean. Jorge Garcia

Amy Reed She has the biggest smile and is always so kind and sweet to everyone! Marlee Boyd

Abbey Groom I want to recognize Abbey because she’s a great friend and an amazing person. Lucy Forest

Mrs. Reibel She is always very supportive and she encourages my team and I through everything! Emerson Schulke

Ryan Oblisk He helped me put up posters when they fell after school for ASB. Alli Snider

Mr. Hudiburg & green club Everyone did such an amazing job on water week and I was really impressed. Claire Laville

Ms. Mouat For being a kind, caring and supportive teacher who can listen to your problems and be a shoulder to cry on. Leonel Moreno Salazar

Joseph Segovia For being a very well educated and wise ASB President. He is truly the Top G fr fr no cap ON GOD. -Anonymous

Molly Babbit Molly is the coolest person I know! Paige

Mr. Nix He is a great person. He helps us, the students with disabilities. Hayden Bayne

Nina Johanson Nina always makes the most beautiful pieces in pottery and I’m always really impressed by them. Claire Laville
Mariah Locati  She is always positive during basketball, and is great at coming up with the cheers in the huddles. Lauryn Bergevin

Florian Noel-Hemming  Has been one of my best friends sense the start of sixth grade we met at the fair a bit before. Literally one of the best people I've ever met. Loerya Wagner

Lauryn Bergevin  Florian Noel-Hemming has been one of my best friends since the start of sixth grade we met at the fair a bit before. Literally one of the best people I've ever met. Loerya Wagner

Miriam Iris Hutchens  I want to thank Miriam for always making me smile, pushing me to be a better person, and for being a great friend. Lucy Forest

Mark Doherty  Miriam is one of my best friends. We met in sixth grade and have been best friends ever since. She always makes me laugh and pushes me to be my best. Lucy Forest

Mrs. Payne  She's the dopest lady around and I'm so excited to be her TA this semester! Lily Wylie

Tina Davis  Mrs. Payne is the dopest lady around and I'm so excited to be her TA this semester! Lily Wylie

Daniel Flores  Daniel is a good friend of mine. He has been my friend ever since I met him. He is a very nice kid, and is very nice to me. He has lots of friends. But he likes to hang out with August "Gus" Elliot after school the most, Daniel hangs out with Gus after school by going to his after-school clubs/sports/sports training with him. Earl "Chip" Gooding

Mrs. Payne  She's the dopest lady around and I'm so excited to be her TA this semester! Lily Wylie

Liliana Wylie  She is amazing and spent so much time on Ticketmaster to get us Taylor Swift tickets and i love her so much. #teamconrad Liviana Gomsrud

Liliana Wylie  She is amazing and spent so much time on Ticketmaster to get us Taylor Swift tickets and i love her so much. #teamconrad Liviana Gomsrud

Earl Gooding  Miriam Iris Hutchens wants to thank Miriam for always making me smile, pushing me to be a better person, and for being a great friend. Lucy Forest

Mr. Plucker  He is a great teacher and I'm going to miss him next semester. Lauren Ewoniuk

Mr. Plucker  He is a great teacher and I'm going to miss him next semester. Lauren Ewoniuk

Mr. Plucker  He is a great teacher and I'm going to miss him next semester. Lauren Ewoniuk

Jeffrey Chun  For always being so kind and happy. Jeffrey Chun

Jeffrey Chun  For always being so kind and happy. Jeffrey Chun

Jeffery Chun  He's super funny and he drives me lots of places... Reilly

Jeffery Chun  He's super funny and he drives me lots of places... Reilly

Reilly  Liliana Wylie  She is amazing and spent so much time on Ticketmaster to get us Taylor Swift tickets and i love her so much. #teamconrad Liviana Gomsrud

Liliana Wylie  She is amazing and spent so much time on Ticketmaster to get us Taylor Swift tickets and i love her so much. #teamconrad Liviana Gomsrud

Mr. Plucker  He is a great teacher and I'm going to miss him next semester. Lauren Ewoniuk

Noah Stillman  He always has a positive attitude no matter what and strives to make lessons interesting for students. Olivia Cassetto

Noah Stillman  He always has a positive attitude no matter what and strives to make lessons interesting for students. Olivia Cassetto

Juan E. Hernandez  He once offered me school chicken nuggets with hot sauce, although I didn't try them, it warmed my heart. Viva Berkey

Juan E. Hernandez  He once offered me school chicken nuggets with hot sauce, although I didn't try them, it warmed my heart. Viva Berkey

Juan E. Hernandez  He once offered me school chicken nuggets with hot sauce, although I didn't try them, it warmed my heart. Viva Berkey

Sara Bowen  For helping me with my chemistry final video and always being a good friend! Abbey Groom

Sara Bowen  For helping me with my chemistry final video and always being a good friend! Abbey Groom

Sara Bowen  For helping me with my chemistry final video and always being a good friend! Abbey Groom

Shayna Hutchens  Shayna is always so happy and optimistic and helps bring lots of Wa-Hi spirit everyday. Analia

Shayna Hutchens  Shayna is always so happy and optimistic and helps bring lots of Wa-Hi spirit everyday. Analia

Shayna Hutchens  Shayna is always so happy and optimistic and helps bring lots of Wa-Hi spirit everyday. Analia

Hunter Gray  For helping me talk about my anxiety and problems I have been happening lately Tristan Scott

Hunter Gray  For helping me talk about my anxiety and problems I have been happening lately Tristan Scott

Hunter Gray  For helping me talk about my anxiety and problems I have been happening lately Tristan Scott

Sarah Thomson  She is one of the most patient teachers ever. Cooper Macdonald

Sarah Thomson  She is one of the most patient teachers ever. Cooper Macdonald

Sarah Thomson  She is one of the most patient teachers ever. Cooper Macdonald

Cody Merrill  He's a cool dude. Micheal Martinez

Cody Merrill  He's a cool dude. Micheal Martinez

Cody Merrill  He's a cool dude. Micheal Martinez
**SPEAK OF THE DEVIL**

YOU CAN SUBMIT A SHOUT OUT THROUGH THE GOOGLE FORM SENT TO YOU FROM SHAYNA HUTCHENS

**Sava Chantel** One time (I don't remember the exact date) I dropped something on the floor and he picked it up and gave it to me. *Viva Berkey*

**Mr. Ueckert** Mr U is the funniest, silliest, and kindest teacher. He thanks us for listening and always makes people feel comfortable in his class. Mr U believes in his students and always shares heartwarming stories from the past. *Spencer Loney*

**Christian Ortiz Vega** They put their heart and soul into the clubs and classroom every single day and this person tries to brighten everyone's day up. *Katlin Presler*

**Charles Peterson** They have been my friend since 1st and I wanted to thank him for being so supportive and always been there for me and just being amazing person. *Curtis Mendez*

**Camila Pilares-Vargas** She's such a sweet person and is always there for you no matter what. She also pushes everyone to be their best selves which is such an amazing characteristic. *Peyton Watts*

**Mr. Beleche** He’s an amazing teacher and one of the adults I know I can go to when I need someone to talk to. *Mariah*

**Taylinn Moore** Taylinn is so sweet and kind, she always has a positive view on everything! *Abbey Groom*

**Bridger Swoopes** He gives the best hugs. *Abigail Castellanp*

**Shayla Juhaz** I really appreciate the positivity that Shayla shows every single day, she always has a kind word and a laugh to share with everyone she meets! Keep being your awesome self! :) *Carly*

**Mr. Heezen** Mr. Heezen is the coolest and most patient teacher I've ever met. I'd like to thank him for being the person he is. *Michael Huston*

**Eggers** Eggers is the sweetest teacher at Wa-Hi. He's helped me so much through the college application process. I am proud to be his (best) T.A. *Megan Hua*

**Abigail** She is a fun lunch buddy and is always there for me when I need someone to talk to. *Alisson Rojas*

**Ingrid Iverson** Because they always help me in French haha. *Finley Reed*

**Zuzim Garcia** The reason I want to thank this person for is because the are always there for me and my friends and just a fun person to hang around with. *Jonathan Venegas*

**Zuzim Garcia** He's always been there for me and my friends and always will be. 😈득. *Jose Lopez*

**Nathan Narum** Happy Birthday!! *Anonymous*

**Kyler Garcia** Though he may seem nonchalant and quiet, he is actually quite the opposite! He's actually really funny and caring. I'd like to thank him for everything he's done for me and what he continues to do. *Ash*

**Kaitlyn King** She is an amazing friend and makes school a more fun place to be! *Marlee Boyd*